Libraries.mit.edu

- Find information about all our resources and services
- Connect with your subject librarian or any of our staff
Research Guides

Librarian-curated resources in your discipline

Also guides for: APIs, News, Company research, Racial justice, MIT history

MIT Libraries
Data Services

• Find, analyze, and visualize data
• Remote access to powerful computers
• GIS & statistical software + help
• Manage, share & publish your research data and outputs
Interlibrary Borrowing

Can’t find what you need at MIT?

• We can borrow articles and book chapters from other libraries!

• When libraries reopen, we’ll borrow books from around the world for MIT students
Suggest a Purchase

Is there a book you think we should own?

Use the “suggest a purchase” link at libraries.mit.edu
Researching and writing?

- Use citation management tools to save time and work efficiently
- Support for: Mendeley, Zotero, LaTex/BibTex, Overleaf
Distinctive Collections

Users on campus and from around the world use our unique and rare materials to learn about the history of science and technology through MIT.
Scholarly Publishing

• Ask about reusing figures, data, or images in your thesis
• Find out about ORCID iDs, and why you need one
• Retain the rights to your published work!
We’re Here to Help!

- Chat service and email reference for general questions
- Contact your subject librarian for more in depth or topical help